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All content of these slides is (c) Wikimedia Foundation and available under a CC BY-SA 3.0 license, unless noted otherwise.

Approximate team size during this quarter: 27

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Reading
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Reading


Quarterly Objectives:
Context

The Reading team was formed in April 2015 from the mobile web and mobile 
apps engineering teams, the MediaWiki Core API team and Design and 
Product team members. 

Our primary goals were to maintain continuity with the work the teams had 
already planned while managing resource challenges and starting to think 
strategically about our readers.

Community Tech and UX Standardization are also in the department.

I’m proud of the way the the team stepped up in the quarter and we’re all 
looking forward to making better experiences for our readers.
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Objective Measure of success Status

Android and iOS:
Provide readers with the 
information they are looking 
for more quickly via a 
prototype that making taps on 
Wikipedia links show article 
information (more info)

Team members involved: 8

Engagement:
Link taps per user per 
session will increase (more 
than page views will 
decrease)

Link previews out on Android beta with 
30% increase in links clicked. 60% of 
clicks continue on to new article. (More 
clicks but 20% fewer articles read)

Link taps followed through to 
destination per user per 
session will not decrease.

This is not a good metric because this 
behavior is actually desirable per our 
impact theory (reducing links followed 
indicates faster resolution)
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Quarterly Objectives
SummaryQ4 - Reading (Clarified Pre-reorg Mobile goals)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TqvuVuHo3mO954LOpKpp0ZmwK6CqXRiIqhhhgE3B_Ic/edit


Objective Measure of success Status

Mobile Web:
Allow users to create 
individualized collections of 
articles and share them with 
others by launching Gather 
on English Wikipedia, Mobile 
web

Team members involved: 5

Contributions:
>10,000 creators/month rate 
on production

>1000 shares per month rate

Current numbers are 20x goal 
(extrapolated from beta)

Drove users to ‘beta’ and avoid the cost 
of testing a new feature on production.

We would have exceeded numeric goals 
on stable, but have since determined this 
bar was too low to warrant promotion at 
this stage, and our focus has changed.
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Quarterly Objectives
SummaryQ4 - Reading (Clarified Pre-reorg Mobile goals)

https://docs.google.com/a/wikimedia.org/document/d/1DK1pa3PEpIbiON0Bj6BrhGAnePqZcKSmqTW1z6sTKvU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/wikimedia.org/document/d/1DK1pa3PEpIbiON0Bj6BrhGAnePqZcKSmqTW1z6sTKvU/edit?usp=sharing


Q1 Design > Android Link Preview > Prototype
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Q4 - Reading
Quarterly Objectives:

Successes

http://invis.io/6J3FNYFKM
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Quarterly Objectives:
SuccessesQ4 - Reading

Gather: public feed



Team
● Team dealt with re-org extremely well, adjusting to new scope and loss of product resources 

with updated planning and management (Kristen, Jon Katz, Adam, Dmitry, Joaquin, Corey, 
Bryan)

● Design integrated with core workflows (Vibha, Kaity, Sherah, iOS & Android teams)
● Learning: Team is flexible, motivated and able to collaborate in difficult circumstances

Distribution
● Android: 15% increase in installs (up to 13.3M from 11.5M) via PR, new app features & Google 

Play Features
● Learning: We can drive downloads via PR & Google Play at limited scale

Engagement
● Gather beta performance exceeded initial expectations dramatically
● Learning: New features need to have more substantial impact 

Quality & Developer Productivity
● Improved QA, test environment and release process led to 5 iOS App releases in Q4 v 1 in Q3
● Learning: Investment in testing and productivity pays off 7

Quarterly Objectives:
SuccessesQ4 - Reading

Full Q4  ‘retrospective’ here

https://docs.google.com/a/wikimedia.org/document/d/1zloiLXMDqYw_yQIx1EoxQRpFNJI6oXXsWwVoYDCfQCw/edit?usp=sharing


Infrastructure
● Updated API to improve JSON format, better support for “continuing” queries and versioning

Wow, this list of changes fixes a lot of things that I've hated about our API for a long time (no more star properties! no more 
setIndexedTagName errors! consistent JSON formatting!). I feel like it's Christmas! Thanks for all your hard work on this Brad! 
It is much appreciated.[1]

Community Tech
● Hired 2 developers and 1 Manager (Welcome Frances, Niharika and Ryan)

UX Standardization
● OOJS UI: We continued work in expanding the library. Some of the designed components 

include date picker, dropdown menu, stepper, toggle. Implementation pending resources.
● Living Style Guide (Uses Blueprint skin that Standardization team built) Data & Developer hub 

started using Blueprint skin and has hopes to integrate the skin with Mediawiki. Currently going 
through the list of blockers and addressing them before integration review. 
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Quarterly Objectives:
SuccessesQ4 - Reading

Full Q4  ‘retrospective’ here

[1] https://lists.wikimedia.org/pipermail/wikitech-l/2015-May/081650.html

https://docs.google.com/a/wikimedia.org/document/d/1zloiLXMDqYw_yQIx1EoxQRpFNJI6oXXsWwVoYDCfQCw/edit?usp=sharing


Team
● Reorg uncertainty hurt velocity and direction (see success above)
● Learning: We did well in managing impact but it was still disruptive

Distribution
● iOS: Installs are declining (went from ~180K day to ~140K day) with no PR bump
● Learning: We need to understand differences in marketing across platforms

Engagement
● Page views and other metrics flat at best
● Learning: Need long term strategy to increase our impact on the world
● We exceeded Gather success metrics but they weren’t the right metrics
● Learning: Metrics need to be aligned to goals (to be fair, the goals changed)

Quality

● iOS ratings fell as a result of crashes (3.9 to 2.6 out of 5, since recovering)
● Learning: Quality matters to our users! (Quality improvements called out in Success slides
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Quarterly Objectives:
MissesQ4 - Reading

Full Q4  ‘retrospective’ here

https://docs.google.com/a/wikimedia.org/document/d/1zloiLXMDqYw_yQIx1EoxQRpFNJI6oXXsWwVoYDCfQCw/edit?usp=sharing


Infrastructure
● Sharing a manager and an engineer with other teams has kept new team from working together 

effectively as a unit.

Community Tech
● Budget woes and focus stopped us from moving forward as fast as we would have liked.

UX Standardization

● We need some exec focus on resolving design leadership issues.

Learnings: We needed to address lingering re-org issues more effectively as an organization
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Quarterly Objectives:
MissesQ4 - Reading

Full Q4  ‘retrospective’ here

https://docs.google.com/a/wikimedia.org/document/d/1zloiLXMDqYw_yQIx1EoxQRpFNJI6oXXsWwVoYDCfQCw/edit?usp=sharing


Appendix Contents:
● Metrics Takeaways
● Q4 Traffic 
● Q4 Apps
● Q4 Feature Results

○ Link Preview
○ Gather

● External docs
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Q4 - Reading Appendix

Takehomes:
● Pageview decline continues across all 

channels
● Apps: Small percentage of traffic (1%)
● Marketing does not yet drive sustained app 

installs and usage



Q4 Traffic Stats
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In April and May, we saw web traffic changes relatively 
close to prior years. In June, the decline was severe, 
though.  Apps traffic was relatively flat.
● Seasonality
● Geographic outages
● HTTPS rollout
● Canonical URLs
● Android feature (2-Apr), iOS PR (15-Apr)
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Source: https://reportcard.wmflabs.org/, looking across all projects and regions (this uses old pageview definition)
Refer to https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/TablesPageViewsMonthlyAllProjects.htm for historical month-over-month trends.

https://reportcard.wmflabs.org/
https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/TablesPageViewsMonthlyAllProjects.htm
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37% 38%

62% 61%

1% 1%

source: hive queries, see last slide for full data set
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HIVE wmf.pageview_hourly (summed across projects and project types)

Last 2 months desktop decline

WP decline in June was -14%.  
In 2014 and 2013 the June decline was, -5%, -1% respectively  
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HIVE wmf.pageview_hourly (summed)

Last 2 months mobile web decline

WP decline in June was -7%.  
In both 2014 and 2013 the June growth rate was +8%.  
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LAST 2 MONTHS
HIVE wmf.pageview_hourly (summed)

Last 2 months mobile apps flat
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HIVE wmf.mobile_apps_uniques_monthly
Note: 2-Apr Play Store feature, 15-Apr iOS PR halo

Unique Visitors are split 75/25 Android/iOS



Q4 Apps
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Q4 - Reading Appendix

APPS UNIQUES
HIVE wmf.mobile_apps_uniques_daily (users not opted out of usage data collection)
Note: 2-Apr Play Store feature, 15-Apr iOS PR halo

1.2M daily users on Android (flat)

375K daily users on iOS (flat)
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Data from Google Play Console. Note: 2-Apr Play Store feature, 15-Apr iOS PR halo

13M Android installs.  
Android install rate flat, except for temporary spike due to PR for iOS app
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Comment boxes are releases. Note: 2-Apr Play Store feature, 15-Apr iOS PR halo

iOS Daily Installs

iOS install rate flat, except for temporary spike due to PR for iOS app
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Google Play Console. Grey dots are releases.
Notes: Major dips related to search outages. The marker on top of 06/25 refers 
to a release candidate that we published as a draft last week, but haven't rolled 
out yet. (it's been superseded by a new release candidate)

Wikipedia for Android Ratings

Android app store rankings high and flat
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 Apr - 2.6 (crashes!), May - 3.5 (crash fixes), June - 3.1 (more crashes)

Monthly App Store Average 
Rating

iOS app store rankings lower and fluctuating with crashes



Q4 Feature Results
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Gather Features shipped
● public collections
● workflow overhaul
● recommended items to add
● random collection
● ‘flag’ ‘bad’ collections
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Gather on Beta:
● 26% new collection growth over last month
● 65% growth in ‘good’ collections over last month
● Still: <1 % of users, <1% of pageviews

Since exposing to anonymous beta users
● 70% more creators since week before
● 30% more collections since week before (but only 15% 

growth in good collections)
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source: mostly, some

https://docs.google.com/a/wikimedia.org/spreadsheets/d/15Yd2YrDRyer2up2EARcAdO3-JLW4667IcyAVKebCVYA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/wikimedia.org/spreadsheets/d/15eHzHcki6kto8QaX28yRR5ewAwOt9vbbexgkNMkskpo/edit?usp=sharing


This growth occurring despite onboarding fatigue
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source: EL, GatherClicks



Link preview a measured success

Quantitative
● 30% increase in page engagement
● 60% go on to visit destination page
Qualitative
● ¾ of users were able to use with ease
● hover card results suggests they are a major 

improvement (50% say very useful, 25% useful) 31
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FOSTa2iplla6LvULlqSVG2pkPc88UkbxxXKsBmEwD_0/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FOSTa2iplla6LvULlqSVG2pkPc88UkbxxXKsBmEwD_0/edit#gid=0
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Source: https://reportcard.wmflabs.org/, looking across all projects and regions (this uses old pageview defiinition)
Refer to https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/TablesPageViewsMonthlyAllProjects.htm for historical month-over-month trends.

https://reportcard.wmflabs.org/
https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/TablesPageViewsMonthlyAllProjects.htm
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Metric for 20150524-
20150622

10th Percentile 50th Percentile 90th Percentile

Pageviews per 
session (session ends 
after 30 minutes of 
inactivity)

1-2 2-3 7-8

Session Length 11-12 seconds 130-132 seconds 1344-1376 seconds

Sessions per user 1-2 3-4 16-17

Note: 30 day sliding window (calculated weekly). Session length shrank over 4 30-day sliding window observations. 90th percentile 
pageviews per session increased by 1 in 4th observation; time will tell if this sticks.

App session length is commonly 2-3 pageviews, and 2 minutes.  We 
see 3-4 sessions per user per month.  We want this data for web.


